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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS!
exhaust outlet can become very
hot and if touched, can injure.
This must be lagged or avoided by
ensuring adequate guarding.
It is the responsibility of the
installer to lag the exhaust system
if a dry system is used. Exhaust
gases are harmful if ingested, the
installer must therefore ensure that
exhaust lines are led overboard
and that leakage in the vessel
does not occur.

A Keep the engine, gearbox
and surrounding area clean,
including the area immediately
below the engine
B DRIVES - Power Take
Off Areas
i)

Gearbox Output Flange
The purpose of a marine diesel
propulsion engine is to provide
motive power to propel a vessel.
Accordingly the gearbox output
shaft rotates at between 280 and
2400 rev/min. This flange is
designed to be coupled to a
propeller shaft by the installer and
steps must be taken to ensure
adequate guarding.

ii) Forward End Drive
Engines are supplied with
unguarded vee belt drives to
power the fresh water pump and
battery charging alternator. The
installer must ensure that it is not
possible for injury to occur by
allowing accessibility to this area
of the engine. The three pulleys
run at high speed and can cause
injury if personnel or clothing
come in contact with the belts or
pulleys, when the engine is
running.
iii) Power Take Off Shaft
(Engine Mounted Option)
Shaft extensions are available as
an option and rotate at between
850 and 3600 rev/min. If contact
is made with this shaft when the
engine is running, injury can
occur.

C EXHAUST OUTLET
Diesel marine propulsion engines
emit exhaust gases at very high
temperatures - around 400 500°C. Engines are supplied with
either wet exhaust outlet (water
injection bend) or dry outlet (dry
exhaust stub) - see option list.
At the outlet next to the heat
exchanger/header tank, the
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D FUEL
i)

Fuel Lines
Diesel engines are equipped with
high pressure fuel injection
pumps, if leakages occur, or if
pipes fracture, fuel at a high
pressure can harm personnel.
Skin must be thoroughly cleaned
in the event of contact with diesel
fuel.

ii) Fuel Supply Connections

G TRANSPORTATION
/ LIFTING
Engines are supplied on
transportable pallets. Lifting eyes
on engines are used for lifting
engine and gearbox assembly
only, not the pallet and
associated kit.

GENERAL DECLARATION
This machinery is not intended to
be put into service until it has been
incorporated into or with other
machinery. It is the responsibility of
the purchaser /installer/owner, to
ensure that the machinery is
properly guarded and that all
necessary health and safety
requirements, in accordance with
the laws of the relevant country, are
met before it is put into service.
Signed:

Engines are supplied with 8mm
compression fittings. The installer
must ensure that when
connections are made, they are
clean and free of leaks.

E OIL
The Beta propulsion is supplied
with 2 dipsticks, one for the
engine and one for the gearbox.
Ensure dipsticks are returned and
secure after checking, if not oil
leaks can cause infection when
touched. All oil must be removed
from the skin to prevent infection.

F SCALDING
An engine running under load will
have a closed circuit fresh water
temperature of 85° to 95°C.
The pressure cap on the top of
the heat exchanger must not be
removed when the engine is
running. It can only be removed
when the engine is stopped and
has cooled down.
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J A Growcoot, C.E.O,
Beta Marine Limited

NOTE: Recreational Craft
Where applicable, the purchaser /
installer / owner and operator must be
responsible for making sure that the
Recreational Craft Directive 94/25/EC
is complied with.

SECTION 1
GUIDELINES FOR OPERATION OF ENGINE
IMPORTANT CHECKS PRIOR
TO INITIAL USE
1. Generally a new engine has the
oil and anti-freeze removed after
the works test. Fill the engine
with the correct oil and antifreeze (see sections on ENGINE
OIL and COOLING). Check
gearbox oil level - see separate
operator's hand book.
2. Ensure the engine is free to turn
without obstructions.
3. Ensure battery is fully charged
and connected (the isolator is in
the 'ON' position).

INITIAL STARTUP AND
BLEEDING THE SYSTEM
(a) Open fuel bleed screw on top of
fuel filter by 1- 2 turns, see Fig
1a.
(b) Move priming plunger on the fuel
filter head up and down until fuel
with no bubbles comes out of the
bleed screw.
(c) Shut/tighten the bleed screw.
(d) Continue to hand prime for 10
seconds to push fuel through the
fuel pump.
(e) Start engine (see normal starting).

4. Ensure Morse speed and gearbox
cables are fitted correctly and that
cable travel lengths are correct.
Gear selection lever – all
mechanical gearboxes: care must
be taken to ensure that the
remote control cable is adjusted
so that the selector lever on the
gearbox moves FULL travel and
brought “hard up” against its end
stop in both directions. Failure to
achieve the correct adjustment
will reduce efficiency of the
clutch and may cause slippage at
low revs.

Warranty will not be accepted on
gearboxes returned in the
warranty period for failure due to
incorrect adjustment.
5. Ensure engine is out of gear with
1/3 throttle - see single lever
control instruction manual.
6. Open the fuel stopcock and bleed
the fuel water separator of air as
shown in manufacturers
literature.
7. Fuel should now be at the fuel lift
pump. See Fig 1a

Note: the engine may have to be
turned over with the starter for a
few seconds before it fires. Do
not run the starter for more than
20 seconds. If the engine has
not started after 20 seconds then
disengage the starter and
continue to hand prime for a
further 30 seconds, then repeat.
(f) If engine does not start after 3
attempts then allow 5 minutes
for the starter to cool down
before repeating (b) to (e).
Note: The starter windings can be
burnt out with continuous cranking.
Diagram 1a

CAUTION
To avoid personal injury:
• Do not bleed a hot engine as this
could cause fuel to spill onto a
hot exhaust manifold creating a
danger of fire.
• Do not mix gasoline or alcohol
with diesel fuel. This mixture can
cause an explosion.
• Do not get diesel on the flexible
mounts – they will deteriorate
rapidly if soaked in diesel.
• All fuel must be removed from
skin to prevent infection.
009Y4321-R01
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KEEL COOLING
In this system the freshwater is
pumped through the engine and then
through a cooler built into the side of
the boat where it is cooled by heat
transfer before returning to the
engine. The ideal keel cooling tank
should have:

a. Baffle continuously welded to
outer skin and close fitting on
inner skin

To keel cooler

b. Be thin in section to allow good
mixing of the water over the cool
outer surface.
c. Air bleed valves should be fitted
on both ends. (See page 27).

From keel cooler

Keel Cooled-efficient cooling
tanks are side mounted, see
page 27.

FILLING THE FRESHWATER
SYSTEM
New engines are supplied with the
freshwater drained off. The following
instructions must be followed to fill
the system.
(a) Mix up in a clean bucket the
correct solution. For the volume
required check with boat builder.
(b) Check that the drain tap or plug
is turned off. (see fig 2l).
(c) Fill engine with freshwater/anti
freeze solution through the top of
the header tank with the filler
cap removed. (see fig 2m).
(d) Fill header tank to the top of the
filler neck and replace cap. Press
down firmly on filler cap and
hand tighten in a clockwise
direction.
Note: For keel cooled engines a large
quantity of reshwater/antifreeze
solution is required depending on the
size of the keel cooling tank – refer to
the builder, we recommed a 30%
anti-freeze/water ratio.
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(e) Run the engine for 5 minutes on
no load (out of gear) and check
coolant level. Top up as
necessary.

Drain tap
or plug

(f) Check system for leaks.
Note: For keel cooled engines it is
very important to bleed all the air out
of the system before the engine is
run on load (check with builder’s
instructions).
(g) If a calorifier is fitted care must
be taken to see that this is also
full of coolant and all the air is
expelled. (See calorifier fitting
notes under Section 3).
(h) Run the engine on one third load
for 15 minutes, preferably with
the boat tied up. As the system
warms up coolant may be
expelled from the overflow pipe
into the bilge. Stop the engine
and allow the engine to cool
down before removing the
pressure cap and top up the
coolant to 1” (25mm) below the
filler neck.
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Fig. 2l

Fig. 2m

IMPORTANT
Removal of the pressure cap when
the engine is hot can cause severe
injury from scalding hot water under
pressure. Always allow the engine to
cool and then use a large cloth when
turning the cap anti-clockwise to the
stop. This allows the pressure to be
released. Press firmly down on the
cap and continue to turn
anticlockwise to release the cap.

(i) Repeat (h) if coolant level is more
than 1 inch below the base of
the filler neck when the engine
has cooled down.
(j) Run engine on 2/3 full load for
20 minutes, check for leaks and
repeat (i).
(k) Anti-freeze solutions should be
drained off every 2 years and
replaced with a new solution.

Note: When draining fresh water
system, ensure the engine has cooled
sufficiently to prevent scalding from
hot pressurised water. Prior to
draining a cold engine, remove the
filler cap from the header tank and
then open the water drain tap. This
allows the water to drain freely from
the system.

CANAL BOATS WITH KEEL COOLER
A 33% anti-freeze to water mixture is
recommended to give protection
against very cold winter temperature
of minus 15°C. This anti-freeze will
also give the engine internal
protection against corrosion. For keel
cooled engines the total system
capacity must be taken into
consideration, ie engine volume plus
skin tank/keel cooler volume.

Concentration of ethylene should
not exceed 50%.

BELT TENSION

(2) The belt tension is adjusted by
swinging the alternator outboard
as it pivots on its power support
bolt.

40 and 100 AMP ALTERNATOR
(Keel Cooled):

WARNING
Belt tension must only be checked
with the engine switched off.
(1) The GreenLine standard range of
engines are fitted with a single
belt to drive the 40 amp battery
charging alternator and the fresh
water circulating pump. A second
100 amp alternator is fitted for
charging domestic batteries. Both
of these alternators are adjusted
as follows.

The warranty is invalid unless the
correct ratio is used.
The anti-freeze in the fresh water
system enables the boiling point of
water to rise to 124°C with a 13 psi
pressure cap fitted.

The water temperature alarm switch
will however be activated at 95° to
100°C. If no anti-freeze or a very
weak solution is used, then the water
temperature switch may not be
activated before coolant is lost.

Link
adjusting bolt

(3) With the engine stopped, loosen
the support bolts and the link
adjusting bolt.
(4) Push alternator outboard to
tension and tighten link bolt.
Check that the depression of the
belt at position shown is
approximately 1/2” or 12 mm
when pushed down firmly by
thumb. Tighten support bolts.

Support bolts
Support bolts

(5) Belt tension should be regularly
checked especially during the
first 20 hours of running in a
new belt, as stretching occurs.

Link
adjusting bolt

009Y4321-R01
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
Beta diesels are very reliable if installed and serviced correctly, but problems can occur and the following list gives the
most common ones and their solution.

PROBLEM: ENGINE DOES NOT START BUT STARTER MOTOR TURNS OVER OK
Possible Cause

Solution

No fuel:

Turn fuel cock on and fill tank.

Air in fuel system:

Vent air (see initial start-up)

Water in fuel:

Change fuel filter and bleed system.

Blocked fuel pipe:

Clean out and bleed system.

Fuel filter clogged:

Change filter and bleed system.

Fuel lift pump blocked:

Remove and replace.

Blocked injector:

Remove and clean.

Fuel return not fed back to the tank:

Re-route fuel return pipe.

Heater plugs not working:

Check wiring to the plugs, and replace plugs if they
are burnt out.

Stop solenoid stuck in off position:

Check solenoid is free to return to run position.

PROBLEM: STARTER MOTOR WILL NOT TURN OR TURNS OVER VERY SLOWLY
Possible Cause

Solution

Battery discharged:

Charge battery or replace. Check alternator belt tension.

Starter motor flooded with sea water:

Remove and clean or replace.

Wiring disconnected or loose:

Check circuit for loose connections.

Water in cylinders:

Incorrect installation. This is serious - check engine oil
for signs of water (creamy-coloured oil).
Ring your dealer.

Engine harness fuse blown:

Replace fuse (located by starter motor or above flywheel
housing) and check for wiring faults.

FUSE (If located by starter motor,
usually it is positioned above
flywheel housing at rear of engine).
Note: For convenience, some
engines are supplied with a spare
fuse and holder attached to the main
engine fuse holder.

009Y4321-R01
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PROBLEM: HIGH OIL CONSUMPTION
Possible Cause

Solution

Oil leaks:

Check for leaks.

Piston rings worn:

Overhaul required.

Valve stem and guide worn:

Overhaul required.

Piston rings gap facing the same direction:

Shift ring gap position.

PROBLEM: WATER IN LUBRICATING OIL (HEAT EXCHANGER COOLED)
Possible Cause

Solution

Oil goes "milky" due to seawater entering exhaust manifold:

Check installation - has anti-siphon valve been fitted?
Change engine oil and run engine for 10 minutes each
time to eliminate any water. Get fuel injection pump
and compression checked by Service Agent.

PROBLEM: WATER IN LUBRICATING OIL - GENERAL
Possible Cause

Solution

Core plug pushed out due to frozen block:

Service Agent to check and replace.

Water pump seal damaged:

Service Agent to check and replace.

PROBLEM: WATER IN LUBRICATING OIL - KEEL COOLED
Possible Cause

Solution

Oil goes "milky" due to water entering exhaust manifold
and then into the sump:

Check installation - has dry exhaust system been fitted
correctly, and ensuring rain water cannot enter the
exhaust port and run back? (See DRY EXHAUST
SYSTEM) Change engine oil and run engine for
10 minutes each time to eliminate any water.
Get injection pump checked by Service Agent.

PROBLEM: LOW OIL PRESSURE WARNING LIGHT COMES ON WHEN ENGINE
SPEED REDUCED TO TICK OVER
Possible Cause

Solution

Faulty switch sender:

Replace.

Engine running too hot:

Check cooling water flow (see section 2 Cooling).

Oil relief valve stuck partially open with dirt:

Remove and clean.

Blocked oil filter:

Change.

Wiring fault:

Check circuit.

Insufficient oil:

Top up and check for leaks.

009Y4321-R01
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PROBLEM: PANEL REV COUNTER NOT WORKING (WHEN FITTED)
Possible Cause

Solution

No W connection to alternator:

Check output from ‘W’ connection.
Should be about 9V AC

Wiring fault:

Check circuit

PROBLEM: ENGINE OVERHEATS
Possible Cause

Solution

Check coolant level:

Top up.

Insufficient sea water flow:

Clear blocked intake or filter.

Damaged or worn pump impeller:

Replace.

Blocked tube stack in heat exchanger:

Remove tube stack and clean - replace ‘O’ rings.

Zinc anode flakes blocking tube stack:

Remove and clean tube stack as above.

Pressure cap loose:

Replace.

Switch sender faulty:

Replace.

Inlet sea cock is too small:

Replace (see heat exchanger cooled seawater
inlet system in section 3).

High exhaust back pressure:

Must not exceed 3.1" of Hg.

Air locks in cooling pipe work to keel cooler:

Vent the system and top up coolant.

Keel cooler insufficient size:

Contact boat builder

GENERAL - HEAT EXCHANGE ONLY:
The most common cause of
overheating is insufficient seawater
flow due to a blocked intake (weed
or a plastic bag!). If this happens
then clear the blockage. If the
problem is not cured then check the
system for sea water flow which
should be 15 litres / minute
minimum at 1,500 rpm as follows:

*Hold a plastic bucket over the
exhaust outlet for 10 seconds and
measure the amount of water
collected. Multiply this value by 6 to
give the flow in litres/min. Repeat
twice and take an average. If the flow
rate is noticably less than the 15 litre
per minute minimum at 1,500 rpm,
then:

(a) With the boat tied up and out of
gear run the engine up to 1500
rpm.

(b) Check impeller in sea water
pump - if worn replace.

(c) If impeller has a vane missing
then this will be lodged either in
the pipe to the heat exchanger or
in the end of the exchanger. This
must be removed.
(d) Check flow again as in (a).
*Note: This operation must only be
done in safe conditions, in port and
with two assistants.
Working from a rubber dinghy is
best. The person holding the bucket
should take precautions against
breathing in the exhaust gasses.

PROBLEM: KNOCKING NOISE
Possible Cause

Solution

Propshaft touching gearbox output coupling
through split boss or Type 16 coupling:

Adjust, giving correct clearance (10mm) between
gearbox and propeller shaft

Flexible mount stud touching engine bed:

Adjust stud to clear

Drive plate broken:

Replace / repair

Engine touching engine bed:

Re-align engine / modify bed

009Y4321-R01
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PROBLEM: BATTERY QUICKLY DISCHARGES
Possible Cause

Solution

High load and insufficient running:

Reduce load or increase charging time. Large domestic
battery banks subject to high electrical loads will take
a considerable time to recharge from a single alternator.

Low electrolyte level:

Top up.

Fan belt slipping - black dust in engine compartment,
engine compartment temperature too high:

Adjust tension / replace belt with a high temperature
type and / or improve engine compartment ventilation.

Alternator defective:

Check with Agent.

Battery defective:

Replace.

Poor wiring connection:

Check wiring system.

PROBLEM: TRANSMISSION NOISE
Possible Cause

Solution

Check gearbox oil level:

Top up.

"Singing" propeller:

Check with supplier.

Drive plate rattle at tickover:

Check engine rpm
(must be 850 rpm minimum in gear).

Worn drive plate:

Change.

Propeller shaft hitting the Gearbox half coupling:

Move shaft back to give at least 5mm clearance
(Type 12/16 couplings only)

PROBLEM: VIBRATION
Possible Cause

Solution

Poor alignment to shaft:

The alignment must be accurate even if a flexible
coupling is used (see section 3 ALIGNMENT).

Flexible mounts not adjusted correctly to take even weight:

Check relative compression of each mount.

Flexible mount rubber perished:

Replace. (Diesel or oil will eventually perish
most rubbers.)

Loose securing nut on flexible mount:

Check alignment and then tighten the nuts.

Insufficient clearance between the propeller tip
and the bottom bottom of the boat:

There must be at least 10% tip clearance between
propeller bottom of the boat (ie 10% of the propeller
diameter as of the boat: clearance).
Refer to boat builder.

Loose zinc anode on the shaft:

Tighten or replace.

Worn cutless bearing or shaft:

Replace.

Weak engine support/bearers:

Check for cracked or broken feet.

PROBLEM: MORSE CONTROL CABLE WILL NOT FIT
Possible Cause

Solution

Fitting incorrectly:

Cables are being fitted the wrong way around,
switch over and fit the opposite way.

009Y4321-R01
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Spanner torque settings
Tightening Torques for general use bolts and nuts

Size x Pitch

kgf .m

ft .lbs

N .m

M6 (7T) : 6mm (0.24in)

–

1.0~1.15

7.2~8.3

9.8~11.3

M8 (7T) : 8mm (0.31)

–

2.4~2.8

17.4~20.3

23.5~27.5

M10 (7T) : 10mm (0.39in)

–

5.0~5.7

36.2~41.2

49.0~55.9

M12 (7T) : 12mm (0.47in)

–

7.9~9.2

57.1~66.5

77.5~90.5

ITEM

Tightening Torques for special use bolts and nuts

Head Bolts

M10 x 1.25

6.5 ~7.0

47.0~50.6

63.7~68.6

M8 x 1.0

4.2~4.7

30.4~34.0

41.2~46.1

M10 x 1.25

5.5~6.0

39.8~43.4

53.9~58.8

Bolts 1, Bearing Case

M8 x 1.0

3.0~3.5

21.7~25.3

29.4~34.3

Bolts 2, Bearing Case

M9 x 1.25

5.0~5.5

36.2~39.8

49.0~53.9

Nozzle Holder Assembly

M20 x 1.5

5.0~7.0

36.2~50.6

49.0~68.6

Caps Nuts, Head Cover

M7 x 1.0

0.7~0.9

5.1~6.5

6.9~8.8

Glow Plugs

M10~1.25

2.0~2.5

14.5~18.1

19.6~24.5

Oil Switch

PT 1/8

1.5~2.0

10.8~14.5

14.7~19.6

Nuts, Rocker Arm Bracket

M7 x 1.0

2.2~2.7

15.9~19.5

21.6~26.5

Bolts, Idle Gear Shaft

M6 x 1.0

1.0~1.15

7.2~8.3

9.8~11.3

Bolts, Connecting Bolts
Bolts, Flywheel

009Y4321-R01
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SECTION 3
INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATIONS
The installation details contained herewith are basic guidelines to assist installation, due to great diversity of marine craft it
is impossible to give definitive instructions. Therefore Beta Marine can accept no responsibility for any damage or injury
incurred during the installation of a Beta Marine Engine whilst following these guidelines.
• All engines shall be placed within
an enclosure separated from
living quarters and installed so as
to minimise the risk of fires or
spread of fires as well as hazards
from toxic fumes, heat, noise or
vibrations in the living quarters.

• Unless the engine is protected by
a cover or its own enclosure,
exposed moving or hot parts of
the engine that could cause
personal injury shall be effectively
shielded.

ENGINE MOUNTING

The engine must be installed as low
as possible on the flexible mount
pillar stud. This will limit vibration
and extend the life of the flexible
mount. If necessary, fit spacer blocks
below the mounts.

To ensure vibration free operation, the
engine must be installed on
substantial beds, extending as far
forward and aft as possible and well
braced to form an integral part of the
hull.

A flexible coupling should be fitted.
Flexible couplings do not
accommodate bad alignment. The
mating faces of the gearbox and
tailshaft must be checked for
alignment, they must be parallel and
concentric to within 0.005”
(0.127mm).

• Engine parts and accessories that
require frequent inspection and /
or servicing must be readily
accessible.
• The insulating materials inside
engine spaces shall be not
combustible.

WARNING
(1) Do not set the engine feet high
up the flexible mount pillar stud.
This will cause excessive engine
movement and vibration. Pack
under the flexible mount with
steel shims securely bolted into
the engine bearer.
(2) The pillar stud on the flexible
mount is secured into position by
the lower locknut, do not forget
to tighten this. Also ensure that
the stud is not screwed too far
through the mounting body so
that it can touch the mounting
bearer. This will cause vibration
and knocking noises which are
very hard to find!

ALIGNMENT
Alignment must be checked for
parallel (A) and concentric (B)
misalignment using a set of feeler
gauges.

To obtain accurate alignment the
flexible mountings must be adjusted
until alignment is attained, and the
mountings must be locked in
position.

(A)

009Y4321-R01

(B)
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Once mounts are tightened,
alignment must be re-checked.
Coupling can now be fitted in
accordance with instructions supplied
with coupling.

DRY EXHAUSTS
(a) A correctly installed engine as
described in this handbook will meet
the exhaust emission requirements of
Directive 2003/44/EC amending the
Recreational Craft Directive
94/25/EC.
(b) For compliance with exhaust
emissions requirements, engines
must have correctly installed exhaust
systems. To ensure exhaust
emissions are kept within permissible
limits it is most important to reduce
exhaust back pressure to a
minimum, whilst ensuring exhaust is
adequately muffled. Back pressure
increases as exhaust length increases
and from bends in the exhaust
system.

The exhaust back pressure,
measured with the exhaust system
connected and the engine running at
full speed, must not exceed
80mmHg (3.1inchesHg / 42 inches
WG). The correct measuring point is
at the position where the exhaust
connects to the exhaust manifold.
That is before the water injection
elbow or dry exhaust bellows.
The exhaust system installed in a
canal boat or work boat with a dry
exhaust should be 1 1/” BSP
minimum ID. The engine is fitted
with a 1 1/” BSP male connector
when a dry exhaust system is
specified. A flexible exhaust bellows
and dry exhaust silencer should be
used. It is up to the installer to work
out his own pipe run but care should
be taken as follows:



1. Ensure that rain water cannot
enter the exhaust port and run
back down the system, flooding
the silencer and eventually the
engine.
2. The system should be lagged if
there is any danger of the crew
getting near it.
3. A dry exhaust system will give off
considerable heat and suitable
ventilation must be provided.
4. The exhaust back pressure
should not exceed 3.1 inches
of Hg.


Ensure exhaust raises then falls to outlet

009Y4321-R01
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KEEL COOLED COOLING SYSTEM
1. The supply pipe to the keel
cooler should be 28mm bore
and the return 34mm bore.
2. The tank size should have a
surface area (x) exposed to the
sea water or canal water of
(0.25 x the bhp of the engine)
= sq ft of cooling area required.
For canal boats this should be
adequately baffled and a vent
provided to expel any air. The
supply (hot water) goes in at the
top of the tank and the return
comes out of the bottom. Also
refer to cooling tank notes on
page 9.

IDEAL KEEL COOLING TANK
Air bleed valves

‘X’

(1) Baffle continuously welded to
outer skin and close fitting on
inner skin.

(3) Air bleed valves should be fitted
both ends.

(2) The tank should be thin in
section to allow good mixing of
the water over the cool outer
surface.

CALORIFIER SYSTEM
All Beta engines can be fitted with
the engine tappings to allow the hot
water from the closed fresh
water/antifreeze system to circulate
through a calorifier tank which in
turn heats up domestic water.
Calorifier tappings on this range of
engine are shown below.
1. The big problem with a calorifier
is to remove all the air from the
system. If this is not achieved
then they don’t work!
2. Try and keep the supply and
return pipes a and b either
horizontal or sloping down in a
continuous fall.This avoids air
pockets being created.
3. Extra care must be taken when
first filling the calorifier circuit
system with 50% antifreeze to
water solution as the engine may
appear to be full but it soon
disappears into the calorifier pipe
work. Run the engine off load for
10 minutes then check the level
as described in ‘Filling The Fresh
Water System’.
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Also check to see if the pipe
going to the calorifier is getting
warm after 15 minutes. Top up
the water level as required and
run for another 10 minutes then
repeat.
4. If the water level is steady but no
warm water is getting to the
calorifier then very carefully open
the calorifier bleed valve (see
manufacturers instructions) or if
none is provided then very
carefully loosen the jubilee clip
securing the supply pipe to the
calorifier. Air should escape.
Refasten securely when no
further bubbles are seen.

CAUTION
Do not do this when the engine is
hot as scalding hot water may be
forced out of the pipe under pressure.
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Calorifier suppy

Calorifier return
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General Terms of Sale and Delivery
1. Introduction
The terms of sale and delivery specified below shall apply
to all quotations, orders and consignments unless
otherwise specified in any other written agreement.
2. Quotations
Quotations shall be subject to confirmation and the
goods being unsold. Bukh A/S reserves the right to
change unconfirmed quotations without notice. The
prices stated are exclusive of value‐added tax and other
duties.
3. Orders
Any order shall be confirmed in writing by Bukh A/S in
order that an agreement on consignments can be
considered as binding.
The order will be delivered at a confirmed price subject
to price increases resulting from changes in trade
conditions, duties, rates of exchange, raw material
supplies and similar conditions.
Cancellation will only be accepted as per arrangement
and against payment of expenses incurred.
Illustrations, dimensioned sketches, as well as the
contents of leaflets, catalogues, circular letters, etc are
approximate and with no binding effect.
When carrying out the order, Bukh A/S reserves the right
to make any changes which are deemed necessary from
a technical point of view.
4. Terms of Delivery
Delivery will be “ex works” (Incoterms 2010), unless
otherwise agreed.
Bukh A/S shall not be responsible for delays or obstacles
due to force majeure, for example labour conflicts, fires,
currency restrictions, shortage of labour and means of
transport, general scarcity of goods, restrictions on
power and flaws in consignments from subsuppliers or
delay in such consignments, or any other conditions
beyond the influence and control of Bukh A/S as well as
delay caused by the customer not having supplied
sufficient technical information punctually.
If the customer fails to observe the terms stipulated for
payment of the purchase price, Bukh A/S shall be under
no obligation to make delivery.
Bukh A/S shall not pay any damages for delays in
delivery.
5. Packaging
Packaging is included in the price of the product and will
not be taken back.
6. Payment
Payment for all consignments shall be made directly to
Bukh A/S, Krusaa, Denmark.
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The customer shall not be entitled to withhold payment
because of any counterclaims.
If payment should be effected later than the stipulated
settling date, interest shall be paid on overdue payments
at the rate of 1.5 per cent per month or fraction of a
month. Bukh A/S reserves the right to change the rate of
interest.
Any consignment shall remain the property of Bukh A/S
until payment has been made in full, and the customer
must keep the consignment insured against fire and
damage ‐ in case of marine plant, against sea risk ‐ at the
total new value from the date of shipment from the
factory and until full payment has been effected.
7. Remedying Defects
If the consignment should prove defective, Bukh A/S
undertakes during the first 24 months after the
consignment has been put into service, however, not
beyond 30 months from the day the consignment is
reported to be ready for shipment, in the case of spare
parts, however, 3 months from shipment, to remedy
defects which are due to faulty design, materials or
workmanship. However, the obligation to remedy
defects is conditional on the operating conditions
contained or provided in the agreement being observed
and the consignment being used and operated correctly.
Defects which are due to 1) improper storage before or
during installation, 2) insufficient maintenance, 3)
incorrect installation by the customer, 4) changes of the
consignment carried out without the written consent of
Bukh A/S, 5) incorrect or inexpedient repairs made by
the customer or others, 6) normal wear or deterioration,
rust, corrosion, deposits caused by water, foreign matter
in pipes or the use of unsuitable oils, shall not be covered
by Bukh A/S’s obligation to remedy defects.
Unless otherwise stipulated, all transport and mounting
of defective, repaired and replaced equipment shall be at
the customer’s account and risk.
Parts of the consignment which are not manufactured by
Bukh A/S will only be replaced to the extent that Bukh
A/S is compensated for them by the subsupplier.
Bukh A/S’ liability for defects is limited to the above‐
mentioned obligation. Bukh A/S shall only pay damages if
it is proved that the loss caused by the defect is due to
gross negligence or intentional circumstances on the part
of Bukh A/S. Bukh A/S shall in no circumstances be held
liable for operation loss, loss of profits or any indirect
damage.
8. Arbitration
Any disputes are to be settled according to Danish law by
arbitration in Copenhagen according to the rules of the
International Chamber of Commerce and in accordance
with the Danish Act on Arbitration of 1972.
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